Dear reader,

It is my great pleasure to introduce the third issue of the Clinical Masters™ magazine. When we launched this magazine two years ago, it was intended to facilitate a deeper understanding of our world-class Clinical Masters™ Programs. This edition furthers that understanding, featuring educational opportunities and events at training centers, universities, and companies’ educational centers, programs they support.

Our base of locations for on-site training continues to grow, with the planning of upcoming sessions in China, Qatar and Norway added to our existing training centers in Athens, Milan, Geneva, Como, Heidelberg, Barcelona, Berlin, Dubai, Rome and Florence.

Given this diversity in geography and culture, the centers profiles, featuring the various locations and cities in which our courses take place, provide a well-rounded guide, with tips from our faculty members on hotels, restaurants and essential things to see and do. This section gives a personalized, local glimpse into our training centers and their spectacular surrounds.

As with the previous issues, the magazine features relevant clinical cases that demonstrate the particular skills and expertise of our instructors in their various specialties. Tribune CME™ programs are well known for their highly engaging and effective learning methods, employing some of the best dental professionals in state-of-the-art learning facilities to provide highly effective training.

Furthermore, I would like to invite Tribune CME™ graduates and other dental professionals to join the growing Clinical Masters™ Network, a platform for specialists across the globe to share their skills and expertise.

I hope that you enjoy reading this edition of the Clinical Masters™ magazine and I wish to extend an open invitation to attend one of our international Tribune CME™ programs.

My kind regards,

Torsten R. Oemus
President and CEO
Dental Tribune International